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Mark Palkovic

President’s Message

I am looking forward to seeing you at the 30th Grand 
Conclave in Asheville, North Carolina this August. Karen 
Nyman and Laurie Corral of Asheville Book Works have a 
great program planned for us. On Friday,August 24, Laurie 
will be our guest speaker at a buffet dinner. She will fill us 
in on all the wonderful activities going on in the Asheville 
area book arts community. On Saturday, Larry Seidman 
will discuss and show miniature examples of pop-up 
and moveable books from as early as 1820.  Larry has the 
preeminent collection of these juveniles in the USA.  Pop-up book artist Shawn 
Sheehy will teach us how to make miniature pop-up book structures. Kelly Houle 
will give a presentation on the process and materials involved in making her latest 
miniature book on illuminated beetles.

On Saturday evening, we will be transported to the home of Asheville Book-
Works to see this dynamic gathering place for bookbinding, paper-making, 
printmaking, and letterpress. This is where we will enjoy an elegant champagne & 
chocolate dessert buffet and the annual auction with Father Joe Curran as distin-
guished auctioneer.

Sunday will feature the day-long miniature book fair, followed by our awards 
banquet with a speaker from the Biltmore mansion library.  On Monday, attendees 
may take an optional tour of the Biltmore mansion itself.

Fine Books and Collections magazine features the MBS and our Asheville con-
clave in its next issue, due out in early July. Watch for it! (http://www.finebooks-
magazine.com/)

The Conclave is going to be a memorable event! I look forward to seeing you 
in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina. Please register as soon as 
possible to gather with old and new friends to revel in our favorite topic, miniature 
books!

Editor’s Note

Asheville should be a grand get-together.  The program looks super and it is 
always a pleasure to catch up with old friends and acquaintances and to make 
new ones.  It is certainly not too soon to send donations for the Keepsakes bags or 
for the auctions.  Do our volunteers a favor and send your goodies early to allow 
for the necessary preparations.

Also, get your ballots in.  I realize this looks like a “done deal,” but it is reassur-
ing to have people actually endorse those willing to take on these rather difficult 
jobs.

Friends and 
relatives of publisher, 
writer, book seller. 
environmentalist 
Glen Dawson have 
been honoring his 
achievements for his 
100th birthday.  Our 
cover picture shows 
Glen at the celebratory 
luncheon at the 
University Club of 
Pasadena where 230 
attendees showed 
their appreciation for 
Glen’s life.  Msgr. Francis 
Weber in his invocation 
referred to Glen as a 
communicational giant 
and presented him with a gift from the Pope.  Glen also received cards from the 
city of Los Angeles and from Michele Obama.  This was followed by a dinner 
celebration with the Zamorano Club.

Glen truly is a communicational giant and much more.  He was a serious 
mountain climber in California from his teens and did a world climbing tour in 
1935-36 after graduating from UCLA.  He served as a Director of the Sierra Club 
from 1937 to 1951 with an interruption for military service from 1944 to 1947.  
Glen served as a rock climbing and skiing instructor in the Tenth Mountain 
Division in Colorado and in Italy.  In 1973 he won the Sierra Club’s Francis P. 
Farquhar Mountaineering Award.

He succeeded his father Ernest as proprietor of Dawson’s Book Shop in 
Los Angeles.  Glen expanded the antiquarian bookstore by publishing 370 
collectible books, including a 50-volume Early California Travel Series and 92 
miniature books.  His late wife Mary Helen and daughters Karen and Susan, as 
well as his late brother Muir, all participated in the business.   In 1990 he was 
among a group of rare book experts working as consultants with the FBI on the 
case of a compulsive rare book thief who stole from hundreds of libraries.

In 2009, Glen was awarded an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters from 
Azusa Pacific University for his accomplishments as a rare book expert, 
publisher and mountaineer.

We look forward to hearing of more Dawson activities in the future.
All the best Glen.

Glen Dawson Celebrates  
100 Years

Karen Dawson Ganske, Glen Dawson, Susan Dawson Smith 
at gathering of 150 people (family, friends and residents) at 
Villa Gardens in Pasadena.
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Additional details on Conclave XXX
Most details are on the MBS website:http://mbs.org/conclave.html.

 
•	 Asheville has its own small airport (AVL) with daily non-stop flights from LaGuardia and 

Newark. The best way to research flights from your city is by going to www.orbitz.com. 
Or check with the airlines that service Asheville - Delta, United, US Airways, Allegiant, 
and Continental.  

 

•	 To make your hotel reservation at the Asheville Renaissance online (or to modify or 
cancel as well as take advantage of any room upgrades, amenities, or other services) 
before July 24:  https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome_ei_
new&eventID=8225552. 

 

•	 Would you like a roommate for the hotel to share expenses?  Let me know and I’ll do 
my best to help.

 

•	 Fine Books and Collections magazine is doing an article in their summer issue (out in 
early July) on miniature books, the Miniature Book Society and the Conclave. This will 
be wonderful publicity for the Society and the Conclave and I hope it results in a large 
turnout for the Book Fair.  The 6 independent book stores in Asheville and BookWorks 
are also working closely with me to publicize the Book Fair

•	 If you are a miniature book publisher, binder, artist or collector with books to sell, 
reserve a table at theSunday Book Fair. Tables are only $40 and we will provide a sign 
for your table. The Book Fair is a great opportunity to show and sell!

•	 Shawn Sheehy’s Pre-Conclave workshop at Asheville BookWorks on making 
miniature pop-up books is full!. Visit their website at  http://www.ashevillebookworks.
com/2011/11/3039/

If you have never been to the Biltmore Estate, take advantage of this opportunity to see the 
largest home in America and its stunning library. $79 fare includes narrated transportation 
from our hotel, a self- guided tour of the house and gardens, lunch at the Biltmore’s new 
Deerpark Restaurant, plus time to mosey through the award-winning Biltmore Winery and shop 
at the Farm Village. This optional trip is open to conclave attendees and their guests - space 
permitting!

Conclave reservations are due by July 24.  If you have questions about anything, please feel 
free to ask! Send me an email or call me, Karen Nyman at 619-226-4441. 

If you have questions about Asheville, it’s best to call my co-host Laurie Corral of Asheville 
BookWorks at 858-255-8444.
 

New Miniature Book About Cosmonauts. 

April 12, 2011 is 
outstanding in the history of 
the mankind – the 50th Year 
of the First Human Space 
Mission - Yury Alekseevich 
Gagarin’s space flight. In 
the Russian Federation last 
year is noted as the Year 
of Russian astronautics. 
This is celebrated by a new 
tiny picture album “Pilots-
cosmonauts of the USSR 
and Russia. 1961-2011”.  
In it are presented the brief 
biographies and photos 
(basically - color) of 110 
Soviet and Russian pilots-
cosmonauts by the date 
of their first start. In 1977 
in Moscow the publishing 
house “Prosvesheniye” 
(“Education”) printed the 
book “Cosmonauts of USSR” 
(compilers - V.Shatalov and 
M.Rebrov, 70x95 mm; 10,000 
copies). There were black-
and-white photos and data 
about 38 cosmonauts of 
the USSR who had been in 
space to that time. Photos 
for our anniversary edition 
are taken from archives of the Yu.A.Gagarin Cosmonauts Training Center and from the 
Russian State Archive of the Scientific and Technical Documentation. The book was printed 
by the Information-publishing house “News of cosmonautics” (72 x 97 mm, 240 pages; 500 
numbered copies).

  External appearance of the book calls to mind the edition “S.P.Korolev. To 100th 
anniversary from the birthday” (Moscow, Nauka, 2007) - relief is made from “Baladek 
Tango” - dark blue colored material with brilliant inclusions, that create the illusion of the 
starry night sky. The brief summary states that this book is “for a wide range of readers; for 
experts who have devoted their lives to cosmonautics, and for collectors of tiny books”. 

  The creator of concept and the editor is Ya.Kostyuk; authors-composers – I.Marinin and 
S.Shamsutdinov. The foreword was written by V.Popovkin - the head of the Federal Space 
Agency (Roscosmos). It is necessary to note, that 110 copies (No. 1-110) have been presented 
to pilots-cosmonauts or members of their families! With small circulation (cosmonauts have 
redeemed most for presentation purposes and for gifts) the tiny picture album has already 
become a curiosity.

 “Pilots-cosmonauts of the USSR and Russia. 1961-2011” 
(Moscow, 2011).    

Have you checked out  
Michael Garbett’s website?

He is moving to strictly online for his sales collection. Of particular interest for our group is 
his Miniature Books Pre-1900. That’s at www.mgbook.co.uk.
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Exhibition “Cosmonautics in Tiny Editions”

From 10.04.2011 up to 31.01.2012 the Memorial Museum of Cosmonautics (Moscow) 
offered an exhibition “Cosmonautics in Tiny Editions” (from collection of Yaroslav Kostyuk). 
It presented 30 tiny books printed in the USA, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, GDR, 
Ukraine, USSR and Russia. The majority of the books presented at exhibition are devoted 
to cosmonauts: Yu.Gagarin, V.Tereshkova, V.Bykovsky and S.Jähn (Germany), V.Kubasov 
and B.Farkas (Hungary), V.Ryumin, A.Volkov. Pilots-cosmonauts of USSR (V.Aksyonov, 
A.Ivanchenkov, A.Berezovoy, A.Serebrov, V.Titov, A.Laveykin, M.Manarov and V.Polyakov) 
and Russian Federation (A.Poleschuk, Yu.Gidzenko and S.Treschiov); members of families 
of the lost and dead cosmonauts, representatives the Federal Space Agency (Roscosmos), 
Yu.A.Gagarin Cosmonauts Training Center, S.P. Korolev Rocket and Space Corporation 
“Energia”, and space experts attended the opening of the exhibition. 

 
The Mobile Exhibition Of The Tiny Books

  The mobile exhibition “Treasures of Commonwealth in Miniature”, prepared by Yaroslav 
Kostyuk (Moscow, Russia), has visited in the 5 capitals of the states (Moscow, Baku, Yerevan, 
Kiev and Minsk) for 6 months (7 September, 2011 - 12 February, 2012).  About 70 tiny books, 
printed in 1967-2011 (editions from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, 
Moldova, Russia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Ukraine), have been shown during the 

The tiny book – the space traveler.

Exhibition: The Cosmonautics in Tiny Editions

international book exhibitions/fairs. The exhibition of tiny books became an addition 
and an ornament to a major exposition “The Cultural Heritage of the CIS (Commonwealth 
of Independent States)”, organized by the Russian Book Union with the support of the 
Intergovernmental Foundation for Educational, Scientific and Cultural Cooperation of the 
States-participants CIS.

 
The Space Traveler

Recently the space traveler has returned to my personal library - the tiny book “As it began. 
To the 40 anniversary of the first flight of the man in space” (Moscow, publishing house 
“N.Bernova”, 2001, 64х64 mm, 176 p., 30 copies). It was returned to me by cosmonaut 
Andrei Borisenko. We studied in one institute and worked in one firm - S.P. Korolev Rocket 
and Space Corporation “Energia”, but in different years! Maybe and for these reasons he has 
executed my personal request. He performed his spaceflight April, 7 – September 16, 2011 
as Soyuz TMA-21 (“Gagarin”) flight engineer and ISS flight engineer. On the first page he 
has written: “This tiny book was onboard ISS from 07.04.2011 up to 16.09.2011. Cosmonaut-
verifier A.Borisenko. 16.09.2011”. Confirmation to that is the octagonal stamp “The board of 
the International Space Station. ISS”.

Report from Yaroslav Kostyuk
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Pictures from  Jaroslav Kostjuk’s Russian miniatures at the International Book Fair in Sofia, 
Bulgaria in 2008  (that has to be a model!) 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/93051314@N00/3104502609/ 
 
Miniature Books at the Harry Ransom Center at U of Texas at Austin 
http://blog.rdaniel.net/posts/miniature-books-at-the-hrc/  This has an additional link to a 
longer article 

Smallest handwritten Koran 
http://depo.ba/zabava/najmanji-rukom-pisani-kuran 
 
A collaborative project between Louisa Boyd and Austrian bookbinder Stephan Ortbauer 
...(http://www.ortbauer.at/ ). Stephan bound the miniature book - approx 4cm x 8cm x 1cm 
- and Louisa completed the artwork inside in 2011. 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/louisaboyd/sets/72157627217902901/with/6002601177/ 

Jozsef Tari of Hungary—collection of over 4500 miniature books http://www.toxel.com/
inspiration/2011/04/11/miniature-books/ 
 
And just for fun: 
Australian dancers work inspired by miniature book Dont’s for Dancers 
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/entertainment/dancing-to-a-different-beat-20120217-
1tchs.html#ixzz1oVsH5dYl 
 

IT’S A BOOk!

  Anjelika Jaeck has sent the websites for a number of videos revolving around
the children’s book It’s a Book:

english version with sound: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4U8jlhcHr0&feature=related 
 
english version with pages of the book and with music: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8YvMFLf0K3k&feature=related 
 
english version for “It’s a little book” (board book for younger readers) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGrkACuW6YI&feature=related 
 
German version! (there is a Spanish version too) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYl_nyuyn5Y&feature=fvwrel 
 
an amusing video about the book with a wolf and a sheep 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDUT2HtYR_w&feature=related 

and probably more versions of the Lane Smith book if you keep searching

ArNO’S WEBSITES
Arno Gschwendtner has sent some links to websites that are directly related to the 
Miniature Book Society and to the Newsletter.  The first comes by way of Angelika Jaeck:  
go to  http://www.bookbindingnow.com and scroll down to:  August 3, 2011 for a podcast 
of a 43 minute interview of Neale Albert with guest host Laurence Fayard.  Neale collects 
miniature books and commissions miniature designer bindings.  The Neale M. Albert 
Collection of Miniature Designer Bindings is on permanent exhibition at the Grolier Club in 
New York. 

Photo highlights of miniature bookbinding workshop taught by Robert Wu through CBBAG 
(Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild) 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/10819941@N00/sets/72157624185555470/
with/4661497417/ 
 
Another AUDIO interview, this with miniature book collector, author, publisher Caroline 
Brandt on Don Dale’s “What’s Your Story?” broadcast in May 2011. 
http://www.virginiavoice.org/programs/whats-your-story-caroline-brandt/ and a catalog 
listing of Caroline’s collection donated to the University of Virginia: (5760 of the 14,000 
cataloged to date).   http://search.lib.virginia.edu/catalog?q=mcgehee+lindemann while
http://www.fiftyplusrichmond.com/Fifty%20Plus%20April%2012%20web.pdf  offers a 
magazine article on Caroline’s collecting.
 
About collector Manuel Garcia Churruca and the Constitution of Cadiz which was officially 
banned and could only be found in miniatures. in English: 
http://translate.google.at/translate?sl=es&tl=en&js=n&prev=_t&hl=de&ie=UTF-8&layout=
2&eotf=1&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.diariodecadiz.es%2Farticle%2Focio%2F1248038%2Fla
%2Fpepa%2Fla%2Fpalma%2Fla%2Fmano.html&act=url

“Sizing up small books” article on MBS traveling exhibit at U. of Alabama 
http://www.tuscaloosanews.com/article/20120302/NEWS/120309985 
and at UA’s Gorgas Library http://blog.al.com/tuscaloosa/2012/02/traveling_miniature_
book_exhib.html  

“Miniature books are big collector items” by Kenneth Gloss of Boston’s Brattle Book Shop 
http://www.thesomervillenews.com/archives/26182 
 
a video: AbeBooks: Miniature Books (one of a series of very short videos) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=QcZ63_P8hxs 

Simply referred to as a miniature with Italian illumination at the Chateau in Chantilly, France 
(4 photos) http://www.flickr.com/photos/raisedgold/2611590630/in/photostream/

The digitized Bronte minis at Harvard  
http://oasis.lib.harvard.edu/oasis/deliver/findingAidDisplay?_collection=oasis&inoid=2784
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The exhibition was laid out in several cases. Each case housed a given category labeled as 
follows:
 Shakespeare
 Don Chisciotte
 Pop Up

Miniature
Almanacchi
Religioni

Minilibri Pubblicitari
Libri Di Cucina
Poesia
Moscritti
Per Le Donne

Susana also has an interesting website, minilibros-buch-
book.com, which currently contains a lengthy illustrated 
essay about propaganda books, with details of the booklets 
used by the Nazi regime in the 1930s and 40s.

Photographs of the attractive exhibition hall are below. As 
one can see, the exhibit was very well attended.

MINIATURE BOOK NEWS
Julian I. Edison, Editor

8 St. AndrewS drive  •  St. LouiS, mo  •  63124

no. 147  - July - 2012

ArOuNd THE WOrld
Activity In Spain, Portugal, Azerbijan, ukraine, 

Hungary, And India 
Miniature book activity continues to be world-wide. And major public displays have 
continued to pop up. In the last few years we have seen very large  exhibitions at 
Harvard University in Cambridge, in New York, St. Louis, Ljubljana, Montelimar and 
Lyon France, and Quebec that we were aware of. Recently Spain, Portugal, Azerbaijan, 
Ukraine, Hungary, and India have entered the fray.

SPAIN

Susana Lopez del Toro of Madrid, Spain, started an activity by accident. Here is her story in her 
own words:

“The exhibition “Lilliput Library” began by chance. The director of my old school where my son is 
now studying (Mirabal School), knew my love for the miniature and in 2006 I proposed to organize 
a small exhibition in the school for a week to coincide with the celebration of International Day 
Book (23 of April). The show was very popular among students, who visited her accompanied 
by their teachers and explained the history of miniature books according to a script that I had 
provided. But above all, it was successful among parents of students and teachers who came to 
visit during the weekends! So the school decided to open to the general public. Advantage that I 
am a journalist, I wrote a press release and spread it among various media. Surprisingly, it seemed 
interesting and curious, so almost everyone wanted to make reports on the exhibition at the 
school and the “avalanche” from the press and public caught us by surprise. We never thought 
that an activity in a school could be so successful, but it was.

“Soon after, he contacted me the director of cultural activities of the Library of Castilla-
La Mancha, located in the Alcazar of Toledo and is the second largest library in Spain after the 
National. I requested a budget for the organization there to show my booklets. I could not 
believe they were to pay me for doing something I loved. Researched to say a proper amount 
and accepted it. The sample was again a success: it was the most visited so far in that room. Then 
I called in other cities, I decided to show my other collections of rare books, pop up and dioramas 
in literary exhibitions. For the latter, dioramas, I had the help of many Spanish miniaturists and 
in it, besides showing other works of artisans, also shows I’ve done with my hands. In almost all, 
including miniature books.”

Susana’s exhibitions were held as follows:

-  My first miniature book exhibition held in the Alcazar of Toledo in April 2009. In a beautiful 
building of the fifteenth century.

-  After I explained in the Library Miguel de Cervantes de Burgos in June 2009.
-  In October 2009, “The Library of Lilliput” traveled to the Historical Archive of Ciudad Real.
-  In November 2010, I presented at the Central Library in Cadiz.
-  In November 2011, Russi Church of Ravenna (Italy).
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PORTUGAL
Now we move on to Lisbon, Portugal where Joao (John in English) Lizardo, who started 

collecting miniature books  only about four years ago, developed a substantial miniature book 
project with educational goals.

Joao introduced himself at length in the March, 2012 issue of the Microbibliophile. In an 
email to me he briefly  explains what he is about:

“Although I do a bit of teaching at the Lisbon School of Education, I am primarily an artist. 
For several years most of my projects have included a pedagogical component, with a particular 
emphasis on the promotion of books and reading for children and young audiences.

“I began to develop this particular project, the Miniature Book Exhibition, around 4 years 
ago. The exhibition (together with mini ‘guided’ tours, as well as a series of workshops for school 
groups and teachers, which I designed and conducted) opened in Lisbon last November. It is 
now being scheduled for other Portuguese cities (last week it opened in a public library in Santa 
Maria da Feira, where it will stay until the end of April), and the school groups that have visited 
it thus far have been very active and enthusiastic. (Until the end of 2012 I already have a couple 
of bookings more; unfortunately, however, the economic crisis and extraordinary budget 
restrictions have prevented several interested institutions from programming and hosting the 
exhibition.  Perhaps I should start thinking about the possibility of presenting it, or part of it, 
outside Portugal, though I don’t yet have many international contacts.).…

This was, to the best of my knowledge, the first ever miniature book exhibition in Portugal. 
It opened in November 2011 in the Centro Cultural de Belém, which is the major public cultural 
centre in Lisbon.”

The exhibition was structured around eight display themes, below,  with selected examples 
included:

FAITH: Religious books such as Kerns des Bybles, Le Nouveu Testament, an octagonal Koran.
LETTERS: Ellen Terry Shakespeares of David Bryce, Os Lusiadas, Portugal’s great 16th century 

epic poem, and O Barco e o Sonha, by Manuel Ferreira which is the smallest Portuguese book.
ART: Robert Massman’s Do You Have a Match, 15 volumes produced by the Hungarian Karoly 

Andrusko.
RECKONING: Various Almanacs and calendar books.
PLAY: Childen’s books, including Rapaz de Ma Lingua, a fragile Portuguese brochure from 1902 

( 76 x 50 mm)…offered as gifts by a Portuguese candy manufacturer.
REFERENCE: Babilonian clay tablet, Bryce’s English Dictionary, The Chunky Book.
POWER: Propaganda and history books. the unique Carta Constitucional da Monachia 

Portugueza, 1832 (Welsh 5816)
MEMORY: a copy of the lovely St. Louis Exposition in a Nutshell of 1904, Cintra, Castello da Pena 

(c. 1904, 41 x 60 mm).
Below are a few photographs from Joao’s website: Livrosminiatura.com. 

AZERBAIJAN
In the July, 2004 MBN issue (#122), we reported on a miniature book museum that had opened 

in 2002 in Baku, the capital of Azerbijan. Azerbijan, nestled in between Armenia, Iran, Geogia, 
Russia and the Caspian Sea, and with huge oil deposits, is now getting increased attention in the 
world’s affairs.

The Museum of Miniature Books is now celebrating it’s tenth year anniversary, and here is a 
brief  edited report from the Atlas Obscura website, with photos from Wikipedia:

“In the old city of Baku resides the only museum in the world dedicated to miniature editions 
of books. The collection of books inside the museum are the result of the private collection of 
Zarifa Salahova, and has been collected over the period of more than thirty years. In 2002, when 
she opened the museum, she made her collection public, a large portion of which stems from 
the donation of a Ukrainian collector, who presented his collection of books to Salahova in 2001.

The museum holds an assortment of several thousands of books, including miniature editions 
of works of Pushkin, Dostoyevsky, Gogol and Chukovsky. The books originate from several 
countries in the world, and are written in several languages, including Azeri, Russian, English 
and German, among others. The oldest book in the museum is a miniature copy of the Quran, 
dating to the 17th century, while the smallest book (6mm x 9mm) is the Russian book “The Most 
Miraculous Thing,“ which can only be read by using a magnifying glass.

Salahova, herself a dedicated bibliophiliac, has opened 
the museum to 
motivate the 
youth to engage 
more into reading 
books. She has 
also published 
a few miniature 
books herself – 
among others, 
the Constitution 

of Azerbaijan, which is also on display in 
the museum.”

We understand that Salahova’s 
museum now has over 6,000 volumes 
in some 73 languages, and that 144,000 
people have visited the museum in the 
ten years since its opening.

We have belatedly discovered that 
there is an even larger museum of 
miniature books in the Ukraine.

THE UKRAINE
The Ukraine, bordering on Russia and Poland, among other countries, became independent of 

the old Soviet Union in 1991. It is the second largest country on the European  continent, after 
the Russian Federation, and was known at one time as the breadbasket of Europe due to its large 
fertile soils.

Gorlovka is Ukraine’s fifth largest city, and lies in its eastern Donetsk region. And there we have 
the Gorlouka Museum of Miniature Books. Arno, our man in Vienna, sent me a complex website 
describing this obscure museum:

“The Gorlovka Museum of Miniature Book named after V. Rasumov Gorlovka, 50 km from 
Donetsk, the schedule: Monday-Friday  — 8.00-16.40, Saturday — Sunday — 10.00-17:00  
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The Gorlovka Museum of Miniature Book was opened on the 1st of June in 2001. The collection 
contains more than 8700 miniature and micro books, published by the typographical method 
and hand-written, from 57 countries of the world, written in 103 languages. In the museum there 

are different books — ancient, rarest, modern books, 
the micro books which are about 5 millimetres in size, 
the books made of birch bark, the micro miniatures 
made on horse and human hairs, the tiny-books, 
the books which were in space. The binding and the 
covers of the books are made of velvet, silk, natural 
lather, metal, wood, nacre with the greatest mastery; 
the books are decorated with metal clasps, the book-
edges are golden-plated. The collection embraces the 
period from the  fifteenth century up to our days. The 
book-mote which is 60 times smaller than poppy 
seed is among the exhibits of the museum.”

The museum is also known as the Rasumov 
museum, after V. Razumov,  (1915-2001),  a civil 

engineer who gave 
his huge collection, 
which he had 
acquired over 
many years,  to the 
state in 1996. We 
had forgotten that 
Salahova in Baku 
knew Razumov 
and mentioned 
his museum at the 
time that she began 
her museum, but 
we  did not follow 
up until recently.  
Razumov’s museum 
has more books in 
more languages, 
but it is a state or 
public museum, 
whereas Salahova’s 
is a private museum.

HUNGARY
For some time a Hungarian collector 

has been mentioned and photographed 
in several on line media sites as possessing 
the world’s smallest library. We are not sure 
how this declaration is determined: by the 
the number of the world’s most miniature 
books, or just the smallest private library of 
miniature books. But here is the article, from 
April 15, 2011 Oddity Central:

Hungarian Collector Shows Off World’s 
Smallest Library
By Spooky on April 15th, 2011

Jozsef Tari has been col-
lecting miniature books 
since 1972, and is now the 
proud owner of over 4,500 
literary works, including the 
world’s smallest book (2.9 x 

3.2 mm).
A printer by trade, Tari 

has always been fascinated 
by the written word, and 
in 1972 he began collect-
ing miniature books. Most 
of the items in his collec-
tion are in Hungarian, but 

he also has quite a few from the US, Mexico, Canada, Australia, Indonesia and Japan. Ironi-
cally, he only has a few books from the countries neighboring Hungary. As far as topics are 
concerned, Jozsef Tari is interested in everything from religion to sports, literature and even 
cooking, but he only collects books that are 76 mm in size, or smaller. His collection features 
books that are over 100 years old, but his most prized miniature is the world’s smallest book 
– it measures only 2.9 x 3.2 millimeters and fits into a nutshell.

Apart from the 4,500 books in his collection, Tari also has 15 kinds of miniature newspa-
pers, including the smallest in the world, which measures only 19 x 26 mm.

INDIA
Meet Eswar Kumar, an energenic minibook enthusiast on his updated internet essay which first 

appeared in an April, 2011 YOUTUBE site:

Uploaded by myself19631 on Mar 19, 2011

MEET THE MINIATURE BOOK MAN WHO WANTS KNOCK THE DOOR OF  
GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS

No.125 Alwarpet Street in Chennai south India is a busy place where India’s miniature book 
printer lives and thinks day night, one book after another. Meet K. Eswar Kumar who owns a 
screen printing unit for commercial printing Eswara Screen engaged in designing and screen 
printing.
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july 2012 CHANGEABOuTS

New Members:

Barbara Brown
1111 Spring Street
Ann Arbor MI  48103
734 665-4671 (h)
barbarab@omnimediagroup.com
www.barbarabrownbooks.com
Barbara Brown Books

Richard A. Cummings
219 Wells Road
Wethersfield CT  06109
860-571-9190

Mary Lou Esterline
Laura Esterline
637 Stinson Drive
Columbus OH  43214
614 451-0462 (h)
twopennyl@aol.com

Lucia Farias
4301 10th Avenue
San Diego CA  92103-2306
512 905-5086 (cell)
lucia@ovejaverde.com.mx
www.ovejaverde.com.mx
Oveja Verde

Kerri Harding
901 East Van Buren #1106
Phoenix AZ  85006
205 657-4467 (cell)
kerri.harding@gmail.com
www.littleledo.com
Little Ledo Books

Loraine Klinger
22 Caliente Road
Santa Fe NM  87508
505 466-1258 (h)
bookartist51@yahoo.com

Lawana S. Pennington
600 Trophy Cove
Statesboro GA  30461
912 682-8933 (h)
912 212-8863 (o)
912 682-3306 (cell)
pennifam@frontiernet.net

Tamara Randolph
Walla Walla University
209 Smith Hall
College Place WA  99324
509 522-2265 (h)
509 527-2940 (o)
tamara.randolph@wallawalla.

edu
oneroominmyheart.blogspot.com

Sean E. Richards
2314 Forest Road Circle
Norman, OK 73026
405 329-6847 (h & o)
405 365-0072 (c)
byzantium@sbcglobal.net
www.byzantium.com
Byzantium Studios
 
Melissa Sanders
Ken Sanders Rare Books
268 South 200 East
Salt Lake City UT  84111
801 652-5575 (h)
801 521-3819 (o)
801 521-2606 (f)
melissa@dreamgarden.com
www.kensandersrarebooks.com

Elizabeth Sher
985 Regal Road
Berkeley CA  94708
510 527-6935 (h)
510 451-8004 (o)
510 908-8004 (cell)
liz1943@gmail.com
www.ivstudios.com
I. V. Studios

University of Alabama
Serials Division
P. O. Box 870266
Tuscaloosa AL  35487-0266
205 348-1416 (o)

Dorothy A. Yule
5723 Picardy Drive South
Oakland CA  94605
510 547-3100 (h)
510 553-9197 (o)
510 432-1222 (cell)
dorothy@leftcoastpress.com
www.leftcoastpress.com
Left Coast Press

Address 
Changeabouts:

Joan Ardisson
201 Stanwix Street Apt 919
Pittsburgh PA  15222-1351

Laurence Fayard 
392 Central Park West 
New York NY 10025

Ellen Franken
4685 Lambeth Walk
Carmel IN 46033
214 669-3896 (c)

Carol Warren
1083 Quinlan Drive Unit D
Pewaukee WI  53072 

Email Changeabouts:

Ellen Franken
frankenaf@gmail.com

Jeanne Taylor
hikergurl@cinci.rr.com

Telephone 
Changeabouts:

Barbara J. Raheb
818 991-3109 (h)

The videos and photographs 
here shows his master pieces of 
MINIATURE BOOKS, screen printed 
based on contents of historical data 
collected from Library sources.
.
His maiden book was THIRUKKURAL 
- collection of 1330 verses of famous 
Tamil Poet Thiruvalluvar in English 
and Tamil languages.
1. ENGLISH version
Dimension: 18 mm width, 14mm 
height x 15 mm; 271 pages.
2. Tamil version
Dimension: 19 mm width, 15mm height x 15 mm; 271 pages.
He says these books took 14 months to complete in 2001, printed with 2 pt font on 18.6 gsm 
maplitho paper. It Secured a place in Limca Book of Records in 2002 itself.
3. His smallest 16-page book printed on 18.6 gsm paper, was on animals and birds produced 
in 2005 which compared to a RICE GRAIN. (Dimension: width 1 mm; height 1 mm and 
thickness 1 mm). 
4) LIFE HISTORY OF MAHATMA GANDHI -- 
Book 1 (2002) which secured place in Limca 
Book of Records in 2003.
Dimension : 10 mm width, 10 mm height x 
5 mm; 85 pages.
5) LIFE HISTORY OF MAHATMA GANDHI -- 
Book no.2 (2002)
Dimension : 5 mm width, 5 mm height x 9 
mm: 144 pages.
(He took 9 months to complete these two 
books).
6. The book of Adolf Hitler life history has 
taken 2 months of period to complete. The 
182 pages book with golden lining on edge of paper has the dimension of 9mm width, 11 
mm height x 12 mm.
7. Last year he had produced one more 124-page book on Mahatma Gandhi with a dimension 
of 9 mm width, 11 mm height 10 mm thickness.

WHAT NEXT?
“I am already working on my next project. This would be a set of 12 Miniature books of 

12 great personalities from different walks of life. The size of these would be so small that 
I intended to fit them in normal match box sized shelf,” reveals Eswara by giving the list of 
books to be screen printed in the days to come.

If you want to buy a copy of the Mahatma Gandhi books, Kumar’s prices are as follows:
                        5 x 5 mm = $12,000.

                        10 x 10 mm = $8,000.
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IN MEMOrIAM

  Jan Bohuslav Sobota of Loket, Czech 
Republic, died May 2.  Jan was internationally 
known as a superb book binder and designer, 
conservator and teacher.  Having survived 
the Nazis and the Communists, he came to 
the U.S. in 1984 under the sponsorship of the 
Rowfant Club of Cleveland and worked in the 
conservation lab of Case Western Reserve 
University, then moved on to Bridwell 
Library at Southern Methodist University in 
Dallas.  He and his wife Jarmila established 
the Saturday’s Book Arts Gallery in Euclid, 

Ohio, and moved 
the name and 
concept of the 
gallery as they moved.  (Sobota means Saturday in 
Czech.)

The family re-emigrated to the Czech Republic 
in 1996.  Jan became very active in local politics in 
matters relating to small businesses and craftsmen, 
as well as in the Czech Society of Book Workers.

The Sobotas received several Distinguished Book 
Awards from the MBS, beginning with Solomon’s 
Song of Songs in 1991.  In 2011 they were presented 
the Norman Forgue Award for “an outstanding 

contribution to the world of miniature books.”
  Jan will be very much missed in the book world—not only because of his 

wonderful work, but because he was a kind man, generous with both his time and 
his willingness to teach others.

  Jan’s son Radek Sobota will 
continue running the bindery 
and Sobotas Book Arts Gallery in 
Loket while his wife, Jarmila Jelena 
Sobotova, will continue working 
on her own imaginative bindings. 

  Some of their bindings can be 
seen at  their website http://www.
jsobota.cz

Of NOTE: 

Peter and Donna Thomas and Sandra Salamony have published 1000 Artist’s 
Books: Exploring the Book as Art. Full color throughout with close-ups of various 
aspects of hand-crafted books.  Lynne Kelly, who hosted the Seattle Conclave, 
has an entry in the book.

In April of this year the marvelous miniature library, Bibliotheca Thurkowiana 
Minor, created by Guus and Luce Thurkow was transferred to the Museum 
Meermanno (House of the Book, Prinsessegracht 30 in the Hague). Viewing 
is temporarily restricted to Wednesdays.  The March 2011 issue of the MBS 
Newsletter contained an article about the library with some wonderful 
pictures of it.

Sharon Sharp will be offering a workshop, “Soft-Cover Coptic-Stitched Journal,” 
at the Paul and Florence Thomas Memorial Art School, Glendale Springs, NC, 
on September 10-11 in conjunction with Ashe County’s On the Same Page 
Literary Festival.

Check out Randy Asplund’s revised website: www.randyasplund.com Randy is 
the amazing artist who spoke to the Conclave group in Ann Arbor, MI, about 
how he does authentic medieval art work. (With an occasional break for  
science fiction artwork.)

Jody Williams will have an exhibition of artist’s books, prints, and collages, 
Starting from Nothing, at the Form+Content Gallery, Whitney Square Building, 
210 N. 2nd Street, Suite 104. Minneapolis, MN, from Sept. 6 through Oct. 13. 

Next June Gabrielle Fox will be teaching at the Amercan Academy of Book-
binding in Telluride: a five day course on Miniature Design Binding in full 
leather. 

BrIEf NOTES
Catalogues received:

Miniature Books for Sale: Catalog 37, The 52nd New York Antiquarian Book Fair,
May 1, 2012. Honoring Glen Dawson on Bromer Booksellers.
his 100th Birthday: 100 Books for 100 Years. This is past, but Bromer catalogs
Karen Nyman, San Diego, CA  (online) are online and give an exceptional
 amount of detail for the collector.
Miniature Books for Sale: Catalog 38
July 1, 2012.  Karen Nyman, San Diego, 
CA  (online)

The sculptural Solomon’s 
Song of Songs

Jan arrives in Heaven ready to work.
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A Miniature Writ large

Issued in March, July, November. Items for
publication, including advertising material 
should be sent to the Editor. Publication 
deadlines are: February 1, June 1, October 1. 
Payment for advertising should be made to 
Miniature Book Society Inc. and sent to the
Treasurer.

The Miniature Book Society is an international 
nonprofit organization founded in 1983 
and chartered by the state of Ohio, USA. Its 
purposes are to sustain interest in all aspects 
of miniature books;to provide a forum for the 
exchange of ideas; to serve as a clearinghouse 
for information about miniature books.

Website: www.mbs.org
Toll-free phone (USA & Canada):
1-877-MBS-1983

Board of Governors for 2009-2011
President: Mark Palkovic
Vice-President: Stephen Byrne
Secretary: Edward Hoyenski
Treasurer: Karen Nyman
Past President: Julian Edison

Members at-large:
Christina Amato
Kathy King
Joan Knoertzer
Karen E. Roehr

Membership in the Society is open to all 
interested individuals, organizations and 
institutions Membership dues in United States 
dollars: $40.00 individual/couple for USA 
members, $45.00 individual/couple for
Canadian members; $55.00 individual/
couple outside North America. Corporate 
membership: $50.00 (USA), $55.00 (Canada), 
$65.00 (outside North America).

Advertising rates
Full Page 4.5 x 7.5" $100.00
Half Page 4.5 x 3.75" $50.00
Quarter Page 2.25 x 3.75" $30.00

Send ads to:
Joan Boring

3204 Wildwood Rd.
Middletown, OH 45042

 joboring@gmail.com

Mail payments for ads (in $ US dollars)  
(paypal address minibook@cox.net) to:

Karen Nyman
702 Rosecrans Street

San Diego, CA 92106-3013 

Membership inquiries and dues payments:
Karen Nyman, Treasurer
702 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA 92106-3013
619-226-4441 (h)
619-226-4441 (f )
karennyman2@cox.net
Mail payments for ads (in $ US dollars)  
(paypal address
minibook@cox.net )

Newsletter Editor:
Joan Boring
3204 Wildwood Road
Middletown, OH 45042
(513) 594-7395
 joboring@gmail.com

Miniature Book News Editor
Julian Edison
8 St. Andrews Drive
St. Louis MO 63124
(314) 567-3533
jiestl@mac.com

Manuscripts, letters and news items are 
welcomed and are subject to editing due 
to space and style limitations. Preferably 
submissions should be made electronically, by
e-mail or disk. Attachments on Microsoft Word 
would be preferred. Articles in the Newsletter 
do not necessarily express the views of the 
Board or of the Editor.

Deadline for the next issue: October 1, 2012.

Printed by Alliance Printing & Mailing Services
Middletown, OH

Miniature Book Society Newsletter
A publication of the Miniature Book Society Inc. Number 90
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When 200 miniature books were 
made for the library in Queen Mary’s 
doll house in 1922, one of them was a 
fairy tale created by a cartoonist known 
as Fougasse.  J Smith measured 1.6 x 1.4 
inches, was written and drawn by hand 
and became the most popular book in 
the collection.

Fougasse was Cyril Kenneth Bird who 
was seriously injured at the Battle of 
Gallipoli and began cartooning while 
recovering.  The curious pseudonym  is 
both a type of improvised mine and a 
type of French bread.  Bird was art editor 
of Punch magazine from 1937 to 1949 and 
then editor until 1953.   He contributed 
to numerous other British newspapers 
and magazines and designed visual 
propaganda of all kinds during World War II. 

In the story, one stormy night Joe Smith 
falls out of Fairyland and lands in London.  
A series of misadventures include being 
arrested, doing a turn on the stage, and 
attempting to become an artist.  Finally, Joe 
decides that a return to Fairyland would be far safer for him.

  Now, 90 years later, Walker Books in collaboration with Royal 
Collections Publications has issued a full-size version in gift book format.



Selling a

48 YEAR OLD 
MINIATURE BOOK COLLECTION

 There will also be photos  of sale items 
for signed CHARLES BRAGG etchings & 

lithographs,  Antique (mostly) AMERICAN 
BEARS from 1905-1960 (A few  dozen 

“foreigners”, such as Steiff, Merry-  
thought, Schuco, will also be listed), & Star 

Trek items, to name a few.  
 

For those of you who are MBS members, 
please EMAIL to the listing in the directory.  

All others, please utilize email link:  

info@myminiaturebooksforsale.com  
or   

books@myminiaturebooksforsale.com
An EXCEL file of the miniature book inventory 

will be emailed to you. Feel free to ask for more pho-
tos on miniature books and/or the other collections. 
I reserve the right to not sell some items. The Ex-
cel list is updated monthly. Only the latest list with 
prices will be honored. To request list or correspond,   
PLEASE indicate “miniature books” on subject line.  
Personal checks accepted from MBS members, in US 
dollars. Paypal is accepted (with 3.9% of total to cover 
fees).

NEW BOOK FROM BEAUX ART!
After a three year hiatus (while doing one-of-a-kind books), we are back at  

miniature book publishing.  Our 2012 book (postponed from 2011)

THE 
MICROBIBLIOPHILE©

A Bimonthly Journal About 
Miniature Books and the Book Arts, 

since 1977

   The Microbibliophile  
P. O. Box 5453 

North Branch, NJ 08876 

“A Unique Journey and 
Reading Experience”  by Jim 

Brogan, Editor”

Subscription Information:   
editor@microbibliophile77.com  

(PayPal available)

Be Sure To Visit Us  
At the 2012 Conclave and  
Have Some Irish Cookies!

ProvenceProvence
64 pages, 66x60 mm, Edition of 15

This is a “fine binding” (as opposed to case binding); all leather, with a stylized 
image of the famous PONT DU GARD on the front cover using leather, wood 
and mother-of-pearl inlays and onlays.  The book comes in different colors, with 
leather headband and matching slipcase.  Inside there are printed illustrations 
and 7 original numbered and signed miniature etchings, specifically created for 
this book.  The etching’s number corresponds to the book’s number.  Both the 
etchings and the book are signed by the binder-artist, Mary E. Devenyi. Text is 
by Paul Devenyi.

To celebrate our return to miniature book publishing and to encourage “fine 
bindings” in MBS, we have decided to sell it below cost:   $ 400.00 per copy Mail 
orders will be filled as received for the 14 copies (one is in competition).  Please 
send checks to be paid to:

Mary Devenyi  • 50 Grangemill Crescent  • Toronto ON, Canada, M3B 212


